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ABSTRACT
Open Source Software (OSS) has come to play a critical role in the software industry. Some large ecosystems enjoy the participation of large numbers of companies, each of which has its own focus and goals. Indeed, companies that otherwise compete, may become collaborators within the OSS ecosystem they participate in. Prior research has largely focused on commercial involvement in OSS projects, but there is a scarcity of research focusing on company collaborations within OSS ecosystems. Some of these ecosystems have become critical building blocks for organizations worldwide; hence, a clear understanding of how companies collaborate within large ecosystems is essential. This paper presents the results of an empirical study of the OpenStack ecosystem, in which hundreds of companies collaborate on thousands of project repositories to deliver cloud distributions. Based on a detailed analysis, we identify clusters of collaborations, and identify four strategies that companies adopt to engage with the OpenStack ecosystem. We also find that companies may engage in intentional or passive collaborations, or may work in an isolated fashion. Further, we find that a company’s position in the collaboration network is positively associated with its productivity in OpenStack. Our study sheds light on how large OSS ecosystems work, and in particular on the patterns of collaboration within one such large ecosystem.
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1 INTRODUCTION
It is now widely acknowledged that Open Source Software (OSS) has had a dramatic influence on the software industry. These virtual software projects have brought together developers spanning geographic, language, and time zone differences [78]. As open source adoption has grown significantly in the last decade or so, many companies have started participating in OSS projects. Numerous companies have built business models around OSS ecosystems1 to achieve innovations [40], reduce costs [90], or generate revenue on complementary services [27]. Many companies achieve their goals of joining an OSS ecosystem by hiring developers to contribute to the projects within that ecosystem [9, 92, 98]. Many well-known OSS ecosystems, such as Linux, Android, and OpenStack, are developed mainly through collaborations of many different companies. For example, over 85 percent of code in the Linux kernel has been contributed by more than 500 companies in 2017 [45]. With such a significant level of contribution, companies participating in these

1Similar to Jansen et al. [44], we use the term “ecosystem” to represent a group of software users, developers, organizations, artifacts, and infrastructure interacting as a system. Operationally, an ecosystem may contain one or more software projects.
ecosystems have a very significant influence on not only their development roadmap and future, but also on their sustainability.

Collaboration among companies is of critical importance to the development of OSS ecosystems. First, many companies are highly specialized in one specific domain, and their highly specialized knowledge and expertise add great value to an ecosystem [53, 80]. Collaboration among different companies each with specific expertise therefore greatly benefits and facilitates the efficient development of OSS ecosystems. Second, companies may decide to allocate developers to projects—or stop contributing—and these decisions directly affect an OSS ecosystem’s sustainability [47, 54, 98]. Third, one company’s practices (and behavior) may have a significant impact on others’ participation in OSS, whether they are volunteers or companies. For example, a dominating contributing company may dissuade other companies to participate [92]. Given that many Open Source ecosystems have become a critical part of the infrastructure that controls our daily lives, it is imperative to understand how companies interact with and collaborate in these OSS ecosystems.

Previous work has primarily focused on collaboration at the individual level rather than the company level; examples include knowledge sharing through developer interactions [78, 79, 82], coordination of work in globally distributed environments [17, 18], and investigation on how social characteristics affect their onboarding and growth [12, 83, 97]. Research on commercial participation has mainly focused on motivations, business models, and strategies to engage in OSS ecosystems [40, 90, 93, 98]. Only a few studies have investigated the collaboration between companies [38, 52, 80, 86]. While they tend to be limited to social network analysis, without seeking to understand the nature of these collaborations and the mechanisms associated with them. Hence, our research goal is to understand how companies collaborate in large open source ecosystems that comprise hundreds of companies and projects. Specifically, we select the OpenStack ecosystem, which offers a platform for cloud-computing infrastructure. The OpenStack ecosystem has thousands of repositories that are co-developed by more than 600 companies in a wide range of domains, including hardware manufacturers, software vendors, system integrators, and consultancy firms. OpenStack represents a high-potential arena for these companies to play a role in the rapidly evolving cloud computing technology.

In addressing our research goal, we focus on three aspects. First, we are interested in understanding how companies contribute to specific OpenStack projects within the wider ecosystem. Hence, we ask: How do companies participate in the projects of OpenStack (RQ1)? Further, we posit that a relationship exists between companies if they work together on the same project, and we expect patterns to form. Hence, we ask: What collaboration patterns exist within the OpenStack ecosystem (RQ2)? Lastly, prior research has suggested that collaboration may increase developer productivity [12]. Might company collaboration in ecosystems make companies more productive (RQ3)?

Answers to these questions are of great interest to companies as they provide insights into how ecosystems work, and how other firms participate successfully in large ecosystems. For firms aspiring to engage with OSS ecosystems, such insights are invaluable.

To answer these questions, we adopt a mixed-method research approach (i.e., using both quantitative and qualitative methods [16]), drawing on OpenStack’s commit history and the widely available online documents and records on OpenStack and the numerous companies that contribute to it. Through a quantitative analysis of the OpenStack commit history, we create a network that represents the collaborations between companies as well as the contributions that companies make to projects. Using cluster analysis, we identify 32 clusters, each representing an ensemble of companies and projects that are closely related. To characterize the various collaboration relationships, we define two dimensions: a company’s business strategy (which describes how a company creates business with OpenStack) and project category (describing the types of functionality). We qualitatively identify four recurring business strategies, each of which is associated with specific project categories. We also identify several patterns of company collaboration. Some collaborations are intentional whereas others are passive. Other companies are rather isolated within the collaboration network. Finally, using regression analysis, we find statistically significant evidence that a company’s collaboration position within the network correlates positively with its productivity in terms of the average number of commits its developers make to the OpenStack projects.

This paper makes methodological, substantive, and theoretical contributions to the literature on firm participation in open source projects:

- We propose and demonstrate a methodological framework for studying company participation in OSS projects which uses two-mode social network analysis, clustering technique, and characterization of company collaborations.
- We document a set of companies participating in project combinations, demonstrating different ways in which firms contribute to OSS projects within an ecosystem. While specific to the OpenStack, these patterns can provide a theoretical foundation for studies of other ecosystems.
- We document a set of collaboration patterns between companies, which helps to understand the nature of OSS ecosystems and provides a reference for community management.
- We present quantitative evidence for the relationship between the extent of firm collaboration and their productivity.

In the remainder of this paper, we review related work in Sec. 2, outline our multi-method research approach in Sec. 3, and present the results of our study in Sec. 4. Section 5 discusses the implications for research and practice, as well as threats to validity with suggestions for future work. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

The traditional notion of OSS projects that are driven by voluntary developers is now long outdated. Fitzgerald observed that OSS has become a “commercially viable alternative,” presenting a contemporary characterization that he labeled “OSS 2.0” [28]. In the last decade or so, many companies are explicitly defining open source strategies, and strategically invest and engage in OSS projects [39].

Early research on “OSS 2.0” explored why companies adopt open source [18, 43]. Compared to individual developers, companies focus less on social motivations such as reputation and learning
benefits but emphasize economic and technological reasons instead [6, 43]. Some studies focused on business strategies around firm participation in OSS [20, 21, 88]. For example, Daffara [20] analyzed 120 firms that derive their main revenue stream from OSS, and classified them into six business strategies, such as twin licensing, platform providers, and consulting. Our recent study discovered eight unique contribution models based on companies’ commercial objectives on OpenStack and found they differ in terms of the extent and focus of contributions to 14 types of projects [93]. Other studies have looked at the practices that companies use to implement their strategies [9, 10, 56]. For example, Butler et al. [9] investigated a variety of work practices used by companies to contribute to eight OSS communities, such as employing core project developers, making donations, and joining project steering committees. Further, the impact of common participation on OSS has been studied [11, 88, 92, 93, 98]. Zhou et al. observed that a company’s control mechanisms and a high degree of involvement are linked to a decrease in new developers joining the project but with improved retention of existing developers [98]. Similar to that, a company’s domination is found to be positively associated with the productivity of contributors and the quality of issue reports [92]. More recently, we observed the diversity of contribution models in a project to be associated with the number of volunteers in OpenStack [93].

Knowing why and how individual companies participate in OSS, and what impact their participation might bring to an OSS ecosystem is not enough, however, because companies do not operate in isolation when contributing to OSS ecosystems [86]. Company collaboration within ecosystems has largely remained an unexplored topic [26]. Early work on collaboration explored whether companies would collaborate when jointly participating in an OSS ecosystem. Henkel [42] found that companies in the embedded Linux ecosystem revealed a considerable share of their development, and other companies within the ecosystem benefit from their competitors’ publicized contributions. Furthermore, Teixeira et al. [84, 86] observed that companies’ competition does not necessarily affect their collaboration within an OSS ecosystem. Oručević-Alagić and Höst used network analysis to study company participation in the Android project, highlighting the potential issues caused when a project is dominated by a single company [64].

A few studies address how companies collaborate with each other. For example, Snarby [80] investigated company collaboration in communication channels (e.g., mailing list), and identified three patterns: gatekeeper (i.e., having one person as a representative to navigate code and information flow), secure channel (i.e., using private communication channels to discuss sensitive issues), and open-core collaboration (i.e., contributing all the code they develop to the OSS project’s public sources). Finally, some studies focus on the impact of company collaboration on the OSS ecosystem. For example, Duc et al. [25] found that company collaboration can have a positive influence on the time to close reported issues. Linaker et al. [52] found that company collaboration patterns can influence the innovation and time-to-market in the Apache Hadoop ecosystem. Data mining and social network analysis techniques are widely used in these studies to explore the collaboration between companies.

Despite these studies on company collaboration, the reasons for company collaboration (as opposed to mere participation) on specific projects remain unclear, because prior work has largely ignored the relationships between companies and the projects they jointly contribute to. Further, some companies have close collaborations, while others have little interaction in an OSS ecosystem [52, 86]. The reasons for this phenomenon have not yet been studied. This paper bridges that gap by reporting an empirical study of OpenStack, a large OSS ecosystem with extensive company participation and containing thousands of project repositories. In contrast to prior studies that looked only at companies’ collaboration as a social network, we also consider the characteristics of the projects. Moreover, we complement prior studies by uncovering the reasons underpinning several collaboration patterns among companies. We also investigate the correlation of companies’ collaboration with their productivity in OSS. Thus, this study is a first attempt to systematically characterize company collaborations and participation in a large OSS ecosystem.

3 STUDY DESIGN
We adopted a mixed-method approach [16] that combines an analysis of the version control history with an examination of the peer-reviewed literature and other online documents. This section introduces OpenStack, which is the ecosystem that we selected for this study (Sec. 3.1). We outline the data collection and cleaning procedures in Sec. 3.2 and data analysis procedures in Sec. 3.3.

3.1 Background to the OpenStack Ecosystem
OpenStack, founded in July 2010 by NASA and RackSpace (a large IT web hosting company [32]), is a collection of OSS projects for building and managing cloud computing platforms for public, hybrid, and private clouds. An OpenStack solution (or distribution) is composed of a number of individual projects to address various components of cloud computing. OpenStack follows a six-month, time-based release cycle [85]. OpenStack components serve a variety of functions, including computing, storage, and networking [14]. By July 2019, OpenStack comprised over 20 million lines of code, contributed by more than 100,000 contributors based in 194 countries, and received support from more than 600 companies [35].

We selected OpenStack for several reasons. First, it is a large ecosystem with thousands of repositories. Second, it is a highly active and mature ecosystem that has been actively developed for almost a decade, ensuring a sufficiently long commit history. The commit data are maintained in GitHub publicly [61] and offer easy access for research analysis. Finally, the ecosystem involves many different types of companies [93] for investigating collaboration; we expected this heterogeneity (i.e., startups, high-tech giants in different sectors) to be a fruitful source for discovering diverse collaborations [86]. Furthermore, OpenStack maintains its contributors’ profiles, which can be used to identify companies with high accuracy [93].

3.2 Data Collection and Cleaning
We used OpenStack’s version control data to quantify company collaboration. We describe the data retrieval and preparation process next.
3.2.1 Version Control Data. OpenStack uses the Git version control system (VCS). We obtained the commit meta-data from GitHub, which provides a mirror of OpenStack’s Git repositories [61], by querying GitHub’s REST API. The time span of the dataset is from OpenStack’s creation date (July 21st, 2010) until January 16, 2019, covering 18 complete releases of OpenStack.

Each commit in the dataset captures author information (full name, email) of the local Git repository to which the commit is made. Prior studies [2, 51, 72, 93] suggest that some commits are submitted by automated bots rather than human developers. We collected these bot accounts identified in prior studies [2, 51, 72, 93] and removed commits submitted by these accounts from our dataset (the list of removed accounts can be found in the online appendix [94]), leaving 338,035 commits for analysis. We cleaned the remaining data for further analysis following the procedures described below. Table 1 summarizes the dataset before and after cleaning.

### Table 1: Statistics of dataset before and after cleaning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Projects</th>
<th># Commits</th>
<th># Developers</th>
<th># Companies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before</td>
<td>1,292</td>
<td>383,664</td>
<td>13,836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After</td>
<td>1,292</td>
<td>338,035</td>
<td>9,653</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.2 Merging Multiple Identities. It is not uncommon for developers to have multiple accounts (sometimes with alternative spellings of their name or email) [5, 37, 58, 71, 93]. Thus, it is necessary to merge multiple identities that belong to the same author. Developer identity merging is a well-known problem [5, 48, 71]. We addressed this problem by using a novel machine-learning method [2], which augments three behavioral ‘fingerprints’ including time-zone frequencies, the set of files modified, and a vector embedding the commit messages in addition to the author’s name and email address. This method has been proved highly-accurate [93].

After applying the technique on 13,836 author identities, 4,183 identities were merged, resulting in 9,653 distinct authors. For the subsequent analyses, we established a unique identity for each single author with or without multiple names and email addresses.

3.2.3 Identifying Affiliations of Developers and Commits. Many firms today have their developers contribute to OSS projects as part of pursuing their business goals [39, 98]. As our study seeks to identify company contributions that are made by individual developers, we first have to accurately identify these developers’ affiliations. This is not straightforward because developer affiliations are not directly recorded in Git commits. Many OpenStack developers have changed their jobs and thus their affiliations over time [96]. Similar to our previous work [93], we establish developer affiliation at the time of each commit they made to OpenStack as follows.

**Step 1. Identifying developers’ affiliations.** Developers may have had several affiliations during the time they were contributing to OpenStack. To determine these affiliations and their ‘start’ and ‘end’ date for each, we used the OpenStack community member list [33], which provides the individual profiles of its community members. Each profile has an “Affiliations” field, containing all the companies that employed the developer to work on OpenStack and the corresponding time periods for those affiliations.

We obtained all profiles via a crawler script; if the end date indicated “current,” we replaced it with the date of data collection to facilitate further analysis. Developers may use multiple names and email addresses in their commits. We matched a developer profile to an author ID when the author name matched and at least one of the email domain matched (with one of the affiliations in the profile). We were able to automatically link profile information to approximately 90% of developers.

For the remaining 10% of developers whose affiliations could not be confirmed (i.e., they could not be found in the member profiles), we followed the following procedures. First, we considered their email domains. For example, if the email domain of developers was “redhat.com,” we considered Red Hat as the affiliation. Developers from consumer domains: “gmail.com,” “outlook.com,” “hotmail.com,” etc., were classified as “Volunteer.” Consumer domains were identified based on a publicly available list [46], which has been verified and has also been used in other studies [87]. In this process, we determined developers’ tenure in each affiliation by considering the range of dates of the commits associated with the email account. Some developers were submitting code using their enterprise email and personal email over the same period. In such cases, we linked all commits from both the enterprise and personal account to the enterprise account, so that the commits made with the personal account would also count as a company contribution rather than a volunteer contribution. Table 2 shows an example of a developer and his affiliations that we determined.

**Step 2. Linking affiliation to commits.** After identifying the affiliations for developers, along with their start and end date of their tenure with their affiliations, we linked the relevant affiliation to each commit. Specifically, a commit within the tenure of that author with a given company is linked to that company. This ensures that commits are correctly attributed, even when developers are moving from company to company over time.

The final and cleaned dataset covers 1,292 Git repositories, involving more than 600 companies and 9,600 developers (see Table 1).

### Table 2: Example of a developer’s affiliations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Identities</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
<th>Start Date</th>
<th>End Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Monty Taylor</td>
<td>Red Hat</td>
<td>2016-06-13</td>
<td>2019-01-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>2015-08-17</td>
<td>2016-06-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HPE</td>
<td>2011-11-21</td>
<td>2015-08-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rackspace</td>
<td>2010-07-06</td>
<td>2011-11-20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Characterizing Company Collaboration

Companies collaborate in OSS ecosystems through several channels, such as mailing lists, issue trackers, and VCS [80]. In this study, we use the commit data produced in VCS to study collaboration, because it represents a clear audit trail of such collaborations. Collaboration exists between two companies if they work together on a project. Similarly, a relationship between two projects exists if they are contributed to by the same set of companies. Such a scenario can be represented as a special kind of two-mode social network that represents the affiliations of a set of actors (i.e., nodes in one
mode, representing companies) with a set of "social" events (i.e., nodes in the other mode, representing OpenStack projects) [77]. In a two-mode social network, relationships among nodes in one mode are based on linkages established in the other mode. Social network analysis has been successfully applied to investigate collaboration in several studies, whether on the individual level [5, 55, 78, 83] or on the organizational level [52, 80, 86]. Hence, we deemed this approach appropriate to investigate company collaborations. Companies usually select a subset of projects to contribute to, due to their specific background. For example, SwiftStack [81], powering cloud storage for enterprises, mainly focuses on Swift (a storage project in OpenStack), and its commits contributed to Swift represent 75% of its total commits to OpenStack. Furthermore, the technology stack of OpenStack consists of over one thousand repositories. Some projects cooperate together to offer a complete service, while others may have similar functions that differ in their usage scenarios. For example, Swift and Cinder both provide storage services, but use different units of storage (e.g. 'object' vs. 'block') [34].

Given these types of relationships between projects, the two-mode social network of companies and projects tends to contain clusters. That is, companies with similar or related backgrounds contribute to a project. We retained volunteers as a "company" node in this network, because some relationships between companies exist only through volunteer nodes—removing volunteers from the network would reduce this information, which would lead to an incomplete network.

The company-project network exhibits the following properties:

- Bipartite: companies and projects represent disjoint and independent subsets of nodes in the network; each edge connects nodes from different subsets. This is because there are no direct links between two companies or between two projects in this scenario.
- Undirected: even though it seems intuitive to think of commitments as directed edges from companies to projects, in this specific network we seek to capture the duality of the relation between the two sets of nodes; that is, we are interested in both the types of projects companies contribute to, and the types of companies that contribute to a project.
- Weighted: by putting weights on the edges, we capture information on how many commits a particular company has submitted to the same project (for our analysis we need to take into account not only to which projects companies contributed, but also their exact commit distribution among those projects).

More formally, the company-project network can be represented as a graph \( G = (C, P, E) \), where \( C \) is the set of companies, \( P \) is the set of projects, and \( E \) is the set of edges. An edge \( e \in E \) between a company \( c \in C \) and a project \( p \in P \) exists if \( c \) has contributed commits to \( p \), weighted according to the number of commits.

As groups of companies contribute to specific subsets of projects, a clustering emerges; within each cluster, the density of links (representing the volume of contributions) is higher than the density of links between nodes in other clusters. To identify those clusters, we used the Bi-Louvain algorithm, a greedy algorithm based on network modularity for two-mode graphs [95], on the graph \( G \) to group together closely-related nodes.

As companies join and leave an OSS ecosystem over time, the ecosystem evolves. We selected the commit history generated during the production of the 14th release of OpenStack, because this release has the highest number of participating companies compared to other releases. The generated graph contains a total of 1,067 nodes (of which 250 represent companies and 817 represent projects). Among those nodes, the 4,264 edges represent contribution relationships between company nodes and project nodes. Using the Bi-Louvain algorithm we identified 32 collaboration clusters.

The modularity of a graph is a measure to quantify the strength of partitions [39]. Its value falls in the range \([-1, 1]\), and is positive whenever the fraction of edges falling within the same cluster is higher than expected on the basis of chance. Good modularity values typically lie in the range between 0.3 to 0.7 [59]. The modularity of our clustering result is 0.51, indicating a good partition.\(^3\)

3Because measuring small clusters has its uncertainty [30], we also applied an alternative metric, i.e., conductance [30], to quantify the strength of the partitions. The average conductance is 0.20, indicating a good clustering.
failed to reach an agreement on a code or theme, a third author acted as an arbitrator. This happened on four occasions during the labeling of the 32 core companies’ business strategies.

**Project category.** Project category is used to group a set of projects, which either collaborate with each other to offer a complete service or provide similar functions but differ in details regarding usage scenarios. We manually looked for the documents (created and maintained by OpenStack Foundation) and the README file of projects to determine their category. Following the same set of steps of thematic analysis described above, we identified the categories of projects in OpenStack.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Company-Project Clusters in OpenStack

Fig. 1 shows the 32 clusters we detected in the company-project network based on the commit data produced in the development of the 14th OpenStack release. The density of edges between nodes within each cluster is significantly higher than the density of edges between nodes belonging to different clusters. Specifically, the total weight of edges connecting companies and projects within the clusters amounts to 23,729 commits, representing over 69% of the total number of 34,192 commits. This high degree of cohesion and low coupling suggest a high quality of the resulting clustering. The size of the clusters varies greatly, ranging from two nodes (one company, one project) to 235 nodes (60 companies, 175 projects).

For each cluster, we investigated its companies and projects and their relationships along the two dimensions described in Sec. 3.3.2. Given the very large number of companies and projects within the OpenStack ecosystem, we limited our analysis to a sample of them. Specifically, for each cluster we selected the company that contributed the most commits—industries, these companies contributed 83.7% of commits. We refer to these companies as core companies.4

Of the 32 core companies, we identified four types of business strategies that motivate them to participate in OpenStack: Full Solution (FS), Partial Solution (PS), Business Integration (BI), and Complementary Services (CS), which are consistent with the primary commercial models discovered in our earlier study [93]. Table 3 describes these strategies, including representative examples of companies, and the number of core companies that we classified using these four categories. Furthermore, we identified 26 project types based on their functionality which cover the 14 project types discovered in [93] but with an improved granularity. Due to space constraints, we include 10 representative categories that account for the most commits in at least one cluster (see Table 4). (The full list of the 26 categories is available in the online appendix [94].)

After investigating the core company (in terms of business strategy) and the projects (functionality category) of each cluster, we observed several typical company-project combinations in the development of an OpenStack release. We discuss these combinations next.

The most common combination is that companies contribute to plugins or drivers (which occupy about 79% of projects in a cluster). These clusters are relatively small, with 2 to 13 nodes. Among them, 12 clusters’ core companies share the BI strategy. Further, the core companies of the remaining two clusters are small cloud computing companies (i.e., Axilera and Cloudbase Solutions). One offers complementary services (CS) to help other companies integrate with OpenStack, whereas the other provides cloud computing services targeting enterprises using the Windows platform by integrating OpenStack with Windows-based infrastructures. Thus, these two companies’ contribution interests coincide with the companies holding the BI strategy. This pattern reflects the popularity of OpenStack and related cloud technologies.

The second typical combination represents companies contributing to deployment tools. There are eight clusters (25%) in which the majority of projects are related to deployment tools, and the core companies share the same strategy (FS), i.e., making profit through providing cloud computing service based on OpenStack. As pointed out by prior studies [15, 67], a primary problem faced by OpenStack is how to deploy various cloud services in production environments. This is a critical feature and might explain why companies make contributions to deployment tools within the ecosystem.

The third combination is centered on large IT companies in large size (with over 100 nodes). There are three clusters like that, which have IBM, Huawei, and Fujitsu as their core companies, respectively. These clusters involve many other companies and diverse projects, reflecting the extensive participation of the leading large companies and their partners or followers. It also suggests that, in addition to plugins/drivers and deployment tools, there are types of projects which are closely related to each other and attract a wide range of companies to participate, forming a sub-collaborative network.

The remaining seven clusters are small, with up to 10 nodes, revealing a pattern in which the core companies make contributions to a specific project, adding new services to OpenStack beyond enhancements to deployment, documentation, or plugins/drivers. In three clusters, the core companies provide partial solutions (PS) based on a specific project in OpenStack. The projects in these three clusters (categorized as “Data analytic,” “Networking,” and “Optimization/policy tools,” respectively) are consistent with their core companies’ business strategy (see Table 4 for brief descriptions of these categories). For example, the core company of one cluster is “Tesora,” a small open source company delivering a database service. The corresponding project in OpenStack is “Trove,” belonging to the category “Data Analytic.” In the 14th release, approximately 94% of Tesora’s commits to OpenStack are focused on this project. Three other clusters (of the seven small ones) have core companies delivering full solutions (FS) and incubating new services to the OpenStack ecosystem. For example, Platform9 systems (a cloud computing company [69]) developed “Mors,” which automatically handles resources that are no longer needed [68]. The last cluster consists of a core company (i.e., CCIN2P3, a small cloud computing consulting company) delivering complementary services (CS), and an “Orchestration” project. These observations suggest a phenomenon of “unconscious” and uncoordinated division of labor in the OSS ecosystem.

---

4For the only cluster where volunteers contributed the most commits (56%), we selected the company whose commits (28%) second only to volunteers as its core company.
Figure 1: Two-dimensional representation of the company-project network. The position of company and project nodes along the horizontal axis is set according to the clusters they are assigned to, to avoid edge crossing and to demonstrate the effectiveness of the clustering method. Nodes of the same color belong to the same cluster. The size of nodes is proportional to their degree centrality, and the edge thickness is proportional to their associated weight.

Table 3: Four business strategies of company participation in OpenStack projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business strategy</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th># Companies</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full Solutions (FS)</td>
<td>Providing full cloud solutions to users, including private/public/hybrid</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Rackspace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cloud services, deployment, and maintenance services, etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial Solutions (PS)</td>
<td>Providing solutions to users only on the basis of one or two project(s)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Tesora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in OpenStack.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Integration (BI)</td>
<td>Integrating OpenStack with their own business</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Intel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complementary Services (CS)</td>
<td>Providing complementary services, e.g., consulting and training services</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>CCIN2P3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>around OpenStack.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summary for RQ1: Several typical combinations occurred while companies participate in the projects of OpenStack. Companies holding the BI strategy often contribute to plugins or drivers to integrate their own business with OpenStack. Companies making profit through FS often contribute to deployment tools. The clusters centered on large IT companies involves extensive companies and diverse projects. Companies that select specific projects to contribute to are driven by their particular business, focusing their business on the basis of one project, or incubate new projects.

4.2 Company Collaboration within OpenStack

We found that different companies contribute to a common set of projects, appearing in the same company-project cluster. There might be special causes of this phenomenon. To get a deeper understanding, we manually looked at the background of the pairs of companies that appeared in the same cluster, and the functions of the projects they contributed to jointly. Specifically, of the 32 clusters, 19 have more than one company, ranging from 2 to 60 companies. For each of these 19 clusters, we analyzed the collaborations between the cluster’s core company and other companies within that cluster. In total, we identified 217 pairs of companies. In addition to understanding the business strategy of each pair of companies, we also conducted Internet searches based on their names, the term “OpenStack,” and the projects (or project category) they are involved in. To ensure relevance and reliability of the retrieved records, we only included the information released by the companies or the OpenStack Foundation during the development of the 14th release. For the remaining 13 clusters that only contain a single company, we mainly focus on understanding why these companies do not cooperate with other companies in the same way. We obtained 67 online records and analyzed them following the steps for thematic analysis outlined in Sec. 3.3. Some records explicitly suggested that companies had started collaborations with other companies, indicating intentional collaboration. We label these collaborations as intentional. If we could not find records for a pair of companies, we labeled their relationship passive. Furthermore, we also observed that some companies make isolated contributions to some projects. We discuss these three categories next.
Table 4: Ten categories of projects in the OpenStack ecosystem representing the most commits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project category</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th># Projects</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computing</td>
<td>To implement services and associated libraries regarding computing.</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Nova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Networking</td>
<td>To provide capabilities for managing dynamic host configuration protocol (DHCP), static Internet protocols, or virtual area networks.</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>Neutron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deployment</td>
<td>To deploy OpenStack production environments, and make it scalable to operate and upgrade.</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>Kolla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orchestration</td>
<td>To provide interface and tools for the management of OpenStack services.</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Heat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billing</td>
<td>To provide billing solution by collecting data generated using cloud services and applying rating rules to calculate prices.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Cloudkitty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documents</td>
<td>To document guides which can help users to install and use, and help contributors to participate; to document the requirements collected from all the OpenStack users.</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>openstack-manuals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture Optimization</td>
<td>To optimize the code architecture by developing and sharing common libraries.</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>oslo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Analytic</td>
<td>To implement services and libraries about database, data processing and searching, to realize workload balancing.</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Trove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimization/Policy Tools</td>
<td>To provide services for performance analysis and optimization of OpenStack.</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Congress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plugin/Driver</td>
<td>To facilitate integration of OpenStack and other hardware or software infrastructure.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Starlingx</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.1 Intentional Collaboration. Intentional collaboration refers to a collaboration between companies that they actively seek out and pursue. We identified three patterns: 1) supply and consumption, 2) distribution-oriented ally, and 3) service delegation.

Supply and Consumption. Companies, using OpenStack in their production environment, tend to collaborate with their OpenStack suppliers on the deployment projects, which are incubated and driven by the supply companies. This pattern was found in eight pairs of companies from six clusters. For instance, Walmart (a multinational retail company) relies on Rackspace for their OpenStack solution [89]. More than 96% (150 out of 156) of Walmart’s commits to the 14th release of OpenStack are focused on “Ansible,” which is funded and dominated by Rackspace [49, 92].

Distribution-oriented Ally. Some companies provide an OpenStack-based solution by seeking collaboration with one company that has maintained a widely-used OpenStack distribution. The primary target of this collaboration pattern is to make one side’s infrastructure compatible with the other party’s OpenStack distribution. This pattern was found in six pairs of companies from four clusters. For instance, OVH (a French company offering web, dedicated, and cloud hosting solutions [65]) has deployed the OpenStack distribution of Red Hat in its data centres [41], therefore it mainly collaborates with Red Hat on the deployment of Red Hat’s OpenStack distribution.

Service Delegation. We also found companies that provide complementary services around OpenStack to promote their partners’ business towards OpenStack. This pattern was found in two pairs of companies from two clusters. For example, Axilera, who provide system integration services to high tech companies embarking on the development of networking and internet-connected products, helps Broadcom to integrate its “Broadview” with OpenStack [3]. Hence, all of Axilera’s commits were on “Broadview” related repositories. Another example is the collaboration between Cisco and OneCloud, i.e., Cisco entrust OneCloud to provide consultation and training for its OpenStack-based cloud solution [60]. Thus, all of Onecloud’s commits are contributed to “networking-cisco,” which provides support for Cisco networking in OpenStack [62].

4.2.2 Passive Collaboration. Passive collaboration refers to a collaboration consisting of companies contributing to a common set of projects purely for their own interest without explicit coordination. Companies may provide or use services based on those projects. For example, both Intel and IBM offer compute services in their cloud solutions, so they both make contributions to “Nova,” a computing project in OpenStack. Companies may be users and providers of an OpenStack service, but a supply chain does not exist between them. For instance, both HP Enterprise (a large cloud computing provider) and CERN (a user of OpenStack) contributed to the “Magnum” project (providing container management service for OpenStack), but CERN is not a consumer of HP’s OpenStack solution [4]. Further, we found that the central projects (including the categories computing, networking, and storage) always attract more companies with various backgrounds, including cloud providers, hardware manufacturers, software vendors, system integrators, and consultancy corporations. Based on the assumption that this project
is becoming increasingly better, these companies contribute to improve these core projects and effectively have formed a passive collaboration.

4.2.3 Isolated Contribution. We also identified a number of companies that were the sole contributor to a project as introduced in Sec. 4.1. In other words, these companies do not collaborate (or very little) with others despite the many collaboration opportunities offered when being part of a large and active OSS ecosystem that involves many companies. Of the 32 clusters, 13 fell into this category. When studying the characteristics of the companies and projects in those clusters, we observe that these companies have a very specific and specialized interest in OpenStack, and the projects that they contribute to are of limited interest to other companies. The specific interests of a company include: 1) integrating its infrastructure with OpenStack and 2) creating a new service. The projects they work on tend to fall in the category “plugins/drivers.” These projects can be quite specific to companies, which is why other companies may not participate in co-developing these. For example, the project “fuel-plugin-xenserver,” used to deploy OpenStack on XenServer (Citrix’s server virtualization platform [1]), is completely developed by Citrix. Other such projects include new service projects. Since they tend to be in an initial incubation stage, their popularity tends to be relatively low, and their sustainability is highly uncertain. Thus, very few other companies tend to get involved in these projects. These observations suggest that projects that are created by companies with specific needs do not attract contributions from other companies.

Summary of RQ2: Most companies collaborate with others, even with their competitors. Some collaborations are actively and intentionally pursued whereas others are passive and incidental. Some companies may still be the sole contributor to some projects, in particular when those are specific to that company’s base product or unique interest.

4.3 Company Collaboration and Productivity

As we suggested in Sec. 4.2, some companies collaborate with others to achieve their business strategy of joining OSS. Meanwhile, other companies contribute to specific projects alone and barely collaborate with others. With limited staff and time resources, all companies seek to maximize their employees’ productivity [70]. Prior studies have found that collaboration can increase the productivity of developers [12, 22, 83]. Hence, it is of interest to investigate the relationship between companies’ productivity and their position in the company collaboration network.

In this study, we consider companies that contribute to the same project to be collaborators, whether intentional or passive as we have labeled them (see Sec. 4.2). To measure a company’s degree of collaboration, we transform the company-project network described in Sec. 3.3.1 into a company-company network by removing all project nodes and connecting company nodes if they have made contributions to the same projects. We then measure a company’s collaborations in the network with degree centrality, which is a widely used measure to identify nodes that have more influence than others in a social network [24, 63]. For each node in the network, its degree centrality (DC) is defined as the number of edges, or links, it has to other nodes, and normalized by dividing by the maximum possible degree i.e., the number of nodes minus one [36]. We define a company’s productivity as a ratio of the number of commits submitted by their employees to the number of their employees that have committed. We applied this measure to each of the individual release periods and obtained 2,629 observations. A preliminary investigation of these observations reveals that some companies submitted an exceptionally large amount of commits during a release for special reasons, e.g., developers in a company share an account to submit code [80] and companies open their projects to OpenStack with original commits. Using the R package boxplot.stats [23] combined with a manual check, we identified and removed 265 outliers. The lowest productivity was 1.0 for 559 of the company/release combinations, while the highest was 28.5 for Rackspace in the first release. The median was 6.22.

Based on previous studies [98], we suggest that productivity may be affected by several factors, and in particular we argue that productivity may change over time as a company gains experience and builds a reputation and gains credibility within the community, leading to a higher level of productivity. Hence, we include release (mentioned in Sec. 3.2) as a predictor in the regression model with the response being the productivity of a company (Company_Productivity). Additional considerations regarding conditional independence and suitability of linear models are discussed in Sec. 5. The final regression equation is:

\[
\text{Company\_Productivity} \sim \text{Degree\_Centrality} \times \text{Release}
\]

The results of the fitted model are shown in Table 5. The adjusted \(R^2\) of the model is 0.19. While this suggests that other factors may play a role, considering the exploratory nature of this study, this result also suggests that degree centrality is a relevant factor in explaining a company’s productivity within an open source ecosystem. The coefficient of the predictor Degree_Centrality is 11.8 and is statistically significant with an extremely small p-value. We have included the Release (from Release 1 to Release 18, a categorical variable) as a so-called nuisance parameter, since productivity may vary for each release. We found that none of the releases are statistically significant (p > .05), implying that the time factor has no significant effect on the productivity of companies. For illustration purposes, Table 5 also shows the coefficients for two of the 18 releases, i.e., Release 2 and Release 3 (as compared to Release 1).

The positive coefficient of Degree_Centrality indicates that a company collaborating more with other companies tends to have higher productivity under the same time and staff constraints. A possible explanation for the observed effect is that company collaboration allows a company to transfer its needs and resources, and obtain information and help from other companies in an easier

|        | Estimate | Std.Err | Pr(>|t|) |
|--------|----------|---------|----------|
| (Intercept) | 5.14     | 2.35    | 0.0288   |
| Degree_Centrality | 11.8 | 0.531 | 0 |
| Release 2 | -5.05 | 2.80 | 0.0723 |
| Release 3 | -1.10 | 2.83 | 0.697   |

Table 5: Coefficients of the model \(n=2,364\). Adjusted \(R^2=19\%\)
way. Therefore, companies can achieve their strategies based on OpenStack in a more efficient way.

| Summary for RQ3: The position of companies in the collaboration network is positively associated with their productivity in OpenStack. |

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Company Collaboration in OSS Ecosystems

As many open source projects grow in size, importance, and complexity, many come to depend on companies for support and contributions, either financially or through seconded staff [29, 76]. It is crucial to understand how companies collaborate with each other (and volunteers) to make an OSS ecosystem well-behaving.

A company’s contribution strategy is “hidden” in its developers’ commits, which is mixed in with millions of other commits to projects within an OSS ecosystem. It is challenging to understand its intention in the OSS ecosystem, along with the impact that might have on the ecosystem. In this study, we analyzed how companies participate in the OpenStack ecosystem by identifying clusters. We interpret each cluster using two dimensions: a company’s strategy and a project’s functionality category within the ecosystem. We obtained several combinations of companies and projects they participated in. These company-project combinations offer a picture of how hundreds of companies participate in as many projects, forming an ecosystem that delivers a complex product. We observed that the companies’ business strategies on OpenStack are also found in other OSS ecosystems [86, 98]. This suggests that the identified combinations of companies and projects could be used as a reference for other OSS ecosystems. Furthermore, we also identified several collaboration patterns by analyzing the relationship among “triplets” consisting of two companies and the project they both participated in. The characteristics of those collaboration patterns uncover company interactions and expand our understanding of the nature of OSS ecosystems with company involvement.

The two-mode social network, relevant clustering techniques that model companies contributing to projects, and the two dimensions we proposed can be used by companies who wish to reflect on their open source engagement and strategy, and if not explicitly stated, to help articulate such a strategy. For example, a company that seeks to create business opportunities with OpenStack software, i.e., providing packaged software-based solutions, it could review the way other companies engage within the OpenStack ecosystem. An OSS foundation works as a collaboration “enabler” between the OSS community and company contributors [46]. For leaders of an OSS community, such a foundation can identify and evaluate its projects’ activity level, for example, to establish which kinds of projects are popular, and which do not attract participation from companies. Such insights facilitate making strategic decisions more confidently. Awareness of common collaboration patterns can also help companies to participate more effectively in OSS; our findings offer descriptive insights about different collaboration strategies. Firms can refer to different ways of co-creating via collaboration when they participate in such an ecosystem.

5.2 Productivity of Companies Involved in OSS

Both time and workforce are essential to companies who continuously seek to achieve their strategic goals with fewer resources. OSS communities, too, aim to improve developer efficiency [57, 96]. This study presents evidence for a significant and positive association between companies’ degree of collaboration and their productivity (we discuss limitations regarding the operationalization of productivity in Sec. 5.3). For companies, actively building collaboration seems to be a good practice when participating in OSS ecosystems. On the other hand, OSS communities and foundations may wish to regulate company participation at the macro level in order to achieve efficient and sustainable development, in particular, paying more attention to the projects that only singular companies contribute to. However, the definitive reason for a strong relationship between companies’ collaboration and productivity remains unclear—developing a better theory that explains this link is an avenue for future work. For example, additional factors for a regression model or conduct qualitative studies at companies that participate in OSS ecosystems.

Before ecosystems and companies can benefit from one another, it is important to understand how the ecosystem is shaped and how it evolves. The types of companies that get involved in the ecosystem, the categories of projects that are created in the ecosystem, the patterns of different companies participating in different projects, and the collaboration patterns among companies, are all key elements that shape the evolution of the ecosystem, and which could be monitored to improve the sustainability of OSS ecosystems.

5.3 Threats to Validity

We discuss threats to the validity of our study following common guidelines for empirical studies [74, 91].

5.3.1 Construct Validity. Establishing measures that reflect companies’ participation to OSS projects remains to be a challenge, and is a trade-off between what one wishes to measure and what one can measure. To address this problem, we studied the related literature and the development process of OpenStack. After much consideration, we decided to use commits as an estimate for several reasons: (1) they reflect a contribution that is “validated” through the peer review process of the project; (2) many OSS communities enforce contributors to split up large commits into separate commits with only one “logical change” [31], and the distribution of commit size in different companies does not show statistical differences; (3) commits are commonly used for characterizing companies’ contributions; (4) they are simple to calculate [93]. A prior study [38] indicates that developers from companies in OpenStack agreed with this approach to estimate their contributions. Future work could consider other types of contributions, such as participation in online discussions, and reviewing code changes. Furthermore, the collaboration between companies could also be explored by studying other interaction channels, such as IRC, mailing list, and issue trackers, in addition to submitting commits to the same projects. This could be a topic for future studies. Finally, measuring productivity in software engineering is challenging and has been a topic of much discussion [75]. In this study, we defined productivity as the number of commits submitted per contributing employee from a company during a release. Despite its widespread use [13, 79], using
this measure has drawbacks [96]. For example, the effort required for commits can vary greatly, from adding a new feature that might take hundreds of lines of code, to changing a single typographic error. To gain a deeper understanding of the association of companies’ collaboration and their productivity, future studies could consider a more precise measurement of productivity.

We investigated the variables’ distribution to fit the regression models for RQ3 to detect outliers. We also attempted to adjust for a number of factors that could bias our results. One remaining concern is that observations of company productivity may not be independent, as they might relate to company background, e.g., whether a company is primarily focused on software development, cloud computing, or even open source development. We fit a random effects model that includes Company-ID (to ensure conditional independence). The effect of collaboration degree still points in the same direction and is as significant. (Details in the appendix [94]).

5.3.2 External Validity. We purposely selected the OpenStack ecosystem as it is a good representative of large and active ecosystems with intense involvement from many companies. We selected the 14th release of OpenStack to carefully elaborate the company-project network. Yin [91] emphasized that case studies are generalizable to theoretical propositions and not to populations or universes. The method we used to investigate commercial collaboration in OSS, e.g., network analysis and two dimensions (one on company aspect and one on project aspect) can be used to identify more commercial collaboration patterns in other OSS ecosystems. Further, companies can reflect on their role and position within OSS ecosystems and draw on the collaboration patterns identified in this study to evaluate and further develop their collaboration network and strategy. The positive association between company collaboration and their productivity observed in this study may be a ‘wake-up signal’ for the companies that wish to play a role in OSS but have limited resources. Collaborating with other companies may help them to achieve their goals.

6 CONCLUSION

While there is increasing attention for firm participation in OSS communities, few studies have studied collaboration patterns within OSS ecosystems that comprise many projects. This paper seeks to address this gap by presenting the results of an empirical study of the OpenStack ecosystem, which is a highly popular cloud computing platform. This paper proposes and demonstrates a methodological framework for studying company participation and collaboration. We identify different engagement strategies that companies employ to participate in the OpenStack, and we characterize company collaboration patterns. Our study contributes to the understanding of how different companies contribute to different projects and collaborate with each other in an OSS ecosystem. As company participation in OSS ecosystems is becoming the industry norm, these results may help companies to define their own OSS strategy.
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